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We show that three-dimensional ion-sound solitons can exist in a low-pressure magnetized plasma. We prove 
their stability. 

The role played by solitons-solitary waves propagat
ing without distortion of their shape-in the physics of 
non-linear waves is well known (see, e.g., [2J ). So far 
one-dimensional solitons have been studied in hydro
dynamics and plasma physics. We show in the present 
paper that in a low-pressure magnetized plasma 
({3 = 81TnT/H2 « 1) three-dimensional solitons, which 
decrease in all directions, can propagate along the mag
netic field. 

We consider slow motions of a non-isothermal plasma 
(Te »Ti) which is situated in a uniform magnetic field 
Ho with characteristic frequencies W -::; wHi (wHi is the 
ion cyclotron frequency). We can describe such motions 
in the framework of the hydrodynamic set of equations 
for the density n and the ion velocity v. We shall as
sume the electrical field to be a potential field. One can 
easily verify that the requirement that the field is poten
tial is the same as the condition {3 <:: 1. Therefore, 

{}n/{}t+div nv=O, 

(}v/{}t+(vV }v=-eV<p/M+ [VXlllH ,), 

v2<p=-4ne(n-no exp (e<p/T,}), 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

This set of equations describes two kinds of oscilla
tions-ion-sound and cyclotron oscillations, which in the 
long-wavelength limit have the dispersion laws: 

w, (k) =k,c.( 1-'/,kJ..'rH'-'/,k'r!) , 

w,(k} =WH,(1 +'/,kJ..'rH'}' 

Here rd is the Debye radius, rH = cs/wHi' and Cs is the 
sound velocity. 

We can from (3) find the electrical potential for long
wavelength oscillations (krd <:: 1) and weak non-linearity 
(on/no <:: 1): 

e<p , 2 lin 1 (lin)' ~=(1+r, V)--- -
T, no 2 no 

Eliminating cp from the equations of motion (2) we get 
then 

av { lin 1 (Iln ) '} -a +(vV)v=-c.'V (1+r!v 2)--- - +[VXOlH.]. (4) 
t no 2 no 

We split off from the set of Eqs. (1) to (4) only the 
low-frequency motions-the ion-sound oscillations. 
Omitting the derivation of the equations for them (the 
derivation for analogous equations is contained in L3]) 
we emphasize solely that for ion-sound waves W2 (k) 
» wl(k) and that then the ion velocity is to a good ap
proximation along the z-axis-the direction of the mag
netic field. This is the fact which enables us to split off 
from (1) to (4) a set of equations for on and Vz which 
describes only the ion-sound oscillations: 

jjlin 0 2 0 
--- +n..-:-(l +rH'V J..) V,+ -:linv,=O, 

at {}z {}z 

av, av, a { 2 lin 1 (Iln)'} -+v,-=-c.'- (l+rlV }--- - . 
at iJz az no 2 no 

(5) 
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The group velocity of the ion-sound oscillations is 
directed along the magnetic field; in that case waves 
propagating in opposite directions interact weakly with 
one another. This enables us to reduce the set (4) and 
(5) to a single equation: 

a v, a {1 2 1 a' 1 V,} 
-+c,- 1 +-(rH'+r!}VJ.. +-rl-+-- v,=O 
at az 2 2 oz' 2 c, , 

which describes ion-sound waves propagating in one 
direction along the magnetic field. Equation (6) is a 
generalization of the well known Korteweg-de Vries 
(KdV) equation. 

(6) 

Changing to a system of coordinates which moves 
with the sound velocity along the magnetic field and in
troducing the variables 

s,=r,-' (z-c.t), SJ..=(rH'+rl}-"'rJ.., 

T=1/2WPit, u=vz/2c e, 

we can write Eq. (5) in dimensionless form: 
aa iJ 2 
-+-(V n+a}a=O. 
aT as, 

Moreover, we can write Eq. (7) in the form 
aa {} Ilde 

h-~Tu"' 

where the Hamiltonian is 

de= J{,/,(V1a)'-'/,a3}ds. 

The conservation of .fffollows immediately from this 
form. One verifies easily that Eq. (7) has also other 
integrals of motion: 

M(sJ..) = S ads" P= S a'ds, 

1= Jsads-tn fa'dS. 

(7) 

The meaning of the first integral is the conservation law 
for the "mass" on the line ~ 1 = constant'. The second 
integral is the momentum conservation law, and the third 
one the conservation law for the center of mass. From 
the latter it follows, in particular, that the center of 
mass velocity is equal to p/ J Md~ 1 and is directed along 
the magnetic field (n = Ho/Ho). 

Furthermore, we shall consider the stationary solu
tions of Eq. (7) of the form u = u(~z - At) which satisfy 
the equation 

l1 na-(l.-a)u=O. (8) 

If A = c 2 > 0 it has solutions which decrease exponen
tially as I ~ I - 00. The simplest one-the spherically 
symmetric one-satisfies the equation 

1 a aa 
T"'if s'--aI - (c'-a) a=O. 

This solution is a three-dimensional soliton with size 
c -l(rH + rd)1/2 in the transverse and size r d/c in the 
longitudinal direction. We give in the figure a graph of 
this solution u = u(O, calculated with a computer. 
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We shall study the problem of the stability of a three
dimensional soliton. We note that Eq. (8) can be written 
in the form 

~(~P+d&) =0 
6u 2 ' 

so that all its solutions are stationary pOints of the func
tional~for fixed P. From Lyapunov's theorem (see, 
e.g., [4J) it follows that the soliton is stable if it corre
sponds to an absolute minimum of the functional,~ One 
verifies easily that among the values at all stationary 
points the lowest is realized for the spherically symme
tric soliton. We note also that we obtain from Holder's 
inequality the estimate 

S u' d6,,;;; (S u2 d6 ) 'I. ( S u' d6 ) 'I, . 

For Ju4d~ we can use the interpolation inequality:[5J 

S u' d6,,;;;4 (S u2 d6 )'" (S (Vu)'d;) 'I, 

We finally have 

~;;. S (V~)2 d6 - ~ (S U2d6) '" (S (VU)2d6) 'I. ;;.-+ (S U2d6)' 

From this it follows that the functional ,~is bounded 
from below and thus attains an absolute minimum for the 
spherical soliton. This then proves its stability. 
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It is well known (see [6J ) that one can show for the 

one-dimensional soliton that it is stable and that the 
asymptotic state as t - 00 of any initial condition is a set 
of solitons. This derivation is based upon the formalism 
of the inverse scattering problem for the Schrodinger 
operator. It follows, clearly, from the fact that the 
three-dimensional soliton is stable that the asymptotic 
state as t - 00 for Eq. (7) is also a set of solitons. One 
must note that usually in a plasma rH > rd; the soliton 
is under those conditions quasi-planar, being elongated 
in the transverse direction. One can then clearly study 
the interaction between solitons using perturbation 
theory, starting from the one-dimensional KdV equation. 

The authors express in conclusion their gratitude to 
V. V. Pukhnachev for useful hints and to V. V. Sobolev 
for calculations on the EVM. 

I)The results of the present paper were given before in [I]. 
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